**10 Meter Hybrid Linear Sensor**

**Typical Installation in Cylinder**

- **Sensor Assembly**: Mounted on the mounting face of the cylinder.
- **Mounting Boss**: Details include bore sizes and thread configurations.
- **Cylinder Centerline**: To sensor mounting face for end view clarity.
- **Side View Sensor Mounting Hole Orientation**: Orientation is shown relative to direction of measurement.
- **Cutaway of Cylinder Tube**: Showing measurement cable and connector.

**Specifications**:
- **Bolt Holes**: Must be oriented as shown relative to direction of measurement.
- **Use with (4) 1/4-28 Bolts and High-Pressure Sealing Washers**.
- **Consult CPI for correct bolt length for your specific application**.

**Material and Finishes**
- **Tolerances**: Provided unless otherwise specified.
- **Dimensions**: In inches.

**Notations**:
- **Distinctive Markings**: For identification and clarity.
- **Approval**: ROG 2/14/17.
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